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Abstract

A social choice function A is implementable with verication if there exists a payment scheme P
such that (A, P ) is a truthful mechanism for veriable agents [Nisan and Ronen STOC 99]. In this
paper we address the following questions. Given an objective function µ, does there exist a social
choice function that is implementable with verication and that minimizes (or maximizes) µ? From a
more algorithmic point of view, we ask whether there exists an ecient social choice function A that
is implementable with verication and α-approximates µ.
We give a simple sucient condition for a social choice function to be implementable with verication for comparable types. Comparable types are a generalization of the well studied one-parameter
agents. Based on this characterization, we show that a large class of objective functions µ admit
social choice functions that are implementable with verication and minimize (or maximize) µ.
We then focus on the well-studied case of one-parameter agents. We give a general technique for
constructing eciently computable social choice functions that minimize or approximately minimize
objective functions that are non-increasing and neutral (these are functions that do not depend on
the valuations of agents that have no work assigned to them). Our results are based on a reduction
of problems with one-parameter agents to combinatorial auctions with known single-minded bidders.
As a corollary we obtain ecient mechanisms with verication for some hard scheduling problems
on related machines. Finally, we show that existing online algorithms for scheduling jobs to minimize
the Lp norm can be used to obtain online mechanisms with verication.
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1 Introduction
Computations over the Internet often involve self-interested parties (selsh

agents ) which may manipulate
type or valuation).

the system by misreporting a fundamental piece of information they hold (their own

The system runs some algorithm which, because of the misreported information, is no longer guaranteed
to return a globally optimal solution (optimality is naturally expressed as a function of agents' types)
[19, 18].

Since agents can manipulate the algorithm by misreporting their types, one has to carefully

mechanism M = (A, P )
social choice function A which, on input the reported types, chooses an outcome, and a
payment function P which, on input the reported types, associate a payment to every agent. Payments
should guarantee that it is in the agent's interest to report his type correctly. Social choice functions A
for which there exists a payment P that guarantees that the utility that an agent derives from the chosen

design payment functions which make disadvantageous for an agent to do so. A
consists of a

outcome and from the payment he receives is maximum when this agent reports his type correctly are

called implementable (see Sect. 2 for a formal denition of these concepts). In this case the mechanism
M = (A, P ) is called truthful. The main diculty in designing truthful mechanisms stems from the fact
that the utility itself depends on the type of the agent: for instance, payments designed to compensate
certain costs of the agents should make impossible for an agent to speculate. It is well-known that certain
social choice functions cannot be implemented. This poses severe limitations on the class of optimization
problems involving selsh agents that one can optimally solve (see e.g. [18, 1]).
This paper aims at deriving a general technique for building optimal (and close to optimal) social
choice functions for a given optimization problem involving selsh agents. In particular, we focus on so
called mechanisms with
payments

after

verication

as introduced by Nisan and Ronen [18]. These mechanisms award

the selected outcome has been implemented and this implementation allows some limited

verication on the agents' types. By contrast, more classical mechanisms without verication award
the payment associated to an agent unconditionally (i.e., without performing any kind of verication and
solely based on the agents reported types).
There are two main reasons for being interested in mechanisms with verication. First of all, there
are specic optimization problems for which verication allows to overcome certain impossibility results
for mechanisms without verication [18, 3]. Moreover, mechanisms with verication are very natural and
many real-life applications require and/or already implement this kind of approach: reputation is used by
the e-Bay system to ensure that sellers actually ship the goods as they have been oered in the auction;
service providers oer connectivity to the Internet with the guarantee of a minimal rate.

2 Implementation with verication
implementable with verication. The folx = (x1 , . . . , xm ), we let x−i denote the vector (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+1 , . . . , xm )
and (y, x−i ) the vector (x1 , . . . , xi−1 , y, xi+1 , . . . , xm ). For sets D1 , · · · , Dm , we let D denote the Cartesian product D1 × · · · × Dm and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we let D−i denote the Cartesian product D1 × · · · ×
Di−1 × Di+1 × · · · × Dm .

In this section we review the concept of a social choice function
lowing notations will be useful. For a vector

We have a nite set O of possible outcomes and m selsh rational agents. Agent i has a valuation (or
type ) vi taken from a nite set Di called the domain of agent i. A valuation vi is a function vi : O → <;
vi (X) represents how much agent i likes outcome X ∈ O (higher valuations correspond to preferred
outcomes). The valuation vi is known to agent i only. A social choice function A : D → O maps the
agents' valuations into a particular outcome A(v1 , . . . , vm ).
A mechanism M = (A, P ) is a social choice function A coupled with a payment scheme P =
(P1 , . . . , Pm ), where each Pi is a function Pi : D → <. The mechanism elicits from each agent its valuation and we denote by bi ∈ Di the reported valuation of agent i. On input the vector b = (b1 , . . . , bm ) of
reported valuations, the mechanism selects outcome X as X = A(b) and assigns agent i payment Pi (b).
M
We assume that agents have quasi-linear utilities; more specically, the utility ui (b|vi ) of agent i when
M
b is the vector of reported valuations and vi is the type of agent i is ui (b|vi ) = Pi (b) + vi (A(b)). Agents
are selsh and rational in the sense that they will report bi which maximizes their utility.
We stress that both the outcome and the payments depend on the reported valuations b = (b1 , . . . , bm ).
In particular, for a xed b−i , the outcome A(b−i , bi ) is a function Ab−i (bi ) of the reported valuation bi

1

of agent

i.

The classical notion of a mechanism assumes that there is no way of verifying whether an agent
reported his type faithfully (that is, whether

bi = vi ).

Therefore, a selsh rational agent can declare any

type that will maximize his utility. In some cases, though, it is reasonable to assume that the mechanism
has some limited way of verifying the reported types of the agents. In this paper, we consider

mechanisms

vi (Ab−i (bi )) < bi (Ab−i (bi ));

in this case,

with verication which can detect whether bi 6= vi
agent i will not receive any payment.

if and only if

Motivation. A scenario that is often considered when dealing with selsh rational agents consists of a

social choice function that has to share some work-load among the agents. In this scenario, an outcome

X

species for each agent the task that the agent has to complete.

the valuation
to him.

vi (X)

of agent

i

For example, one could have

complete the task assigned to him by
to agent

i

It is thus natural to assume that

i to complete the task assigned
vi (X) = −Ti (X) where Ti (X) is the time needed by agent i to
X ; thus higher valuations correspond to outcomes X that assign

reects how much time it takes agent

tasks that can be completed faster.

In this scenario, it is natural to assume that an agent

can report to be slower than he actually is and delay the completion of the task assigned to him without
being caught by the mechanism (this corresponds to the case in which agent i declares bi such that
bi (Ab−i (bi )) ≤ vi (Ab−i (bi )). On the other hand, if agent i declares to be faster that he actually is (that
is, he declares bi such that bi (Ab−i (bi )) > vi (Ab−i (bi ))) then agent i will complete his task at time
−vi (Ab−i (bi )) instead of time −bi (Ab−i (bi )) as expected by the mechanism, given his declared valuation
bi . The mechanism will thus punish agent i by not giving him any payment.
For example, the well-studied class of one-parameter agents [17, 1] corresponds to the special case in
which the task assigned to an agent is described by a weight and the time needed to complete a task is
proportional to its weight. In this case, the type of the agent is determined by the time it takes the agent
to complete a task of unitary weight. Let us now proceed more formally.

Denition 1 ([18]) A social choice function

A is implementable with verication if there exists P =
(A,P )
(P1 , . . . , Pm ) such that for all i, all vi ∈ Di , all b−i ∈ D−i , utility ui
(b|vi ) of agent i is maximized
by setting bi = vi .
In this case,

M = (A, P )

truthful mechanism with verication.
A is implementable with verication then there
b−i ∈ D−i , the following inequalities hold:

is called a

It is easy to see that, if
that, for all vi , bi ∈ Di and

vi (Ab−i (vi )) + Pi (vi , b−i ) ≥ vi (Ab−i (bi ))
vi (Ab−i (vi )) + Pi (vi , b−i ) ≥ vi (Ab−i (bi )) + Pi (bi , b−i )

if
if

exists

P = (P1 , . . . , Pm )

vi (Ab−i (bi )) < bi (Ab−i (bi )),
vi (Ab−i (bi )) ≥ bi (Ab−i (bi )).

such

(1)
(2)

The notion of implementable with verication we use in this paper corresponds to the notion of
truthfulness with respect to dominant strategies when verication is allowed. We are interested in social

objective function
v = (v1 , . . . , vm ). For maximization (respectively, minimization) functions, we let optµ (v) be max
X∈O µ(X, v) (respectively, minX∈O µ(X, v)). An outcome X ∈ O
is an α-approximation of µ for v ∈ D if


µ(X, v) optµ (v)
max
,
≤ α.
optµ (v) µ(X, v)

choice functions

µ(·)

A

which are implementable with verication and that optimize some

which depends on the agent valuations

A social choice function
for

v.

A

is

α-approximate

for

µ

if, for every

In particular, we say that social choice function

A

v ∈ D, A(v)

maximizes function

is an

µ

α-approximation
v,

of

µ

if, for all

A(v) = arg max µ(X, v).
X∈O
We stress that, in this paper we consider social choice functions that are implementable with verication
and either optimize or

α-approximate

a function

µ.

The approximation only refers to how good the

selected outcome is and not to the utilities of the agents (which are always maximized by reporting the
true valuation).

2

3 Our results
In this work we study social choice functions that are

implementable with verication.

Implementation

with verication has been rst studied by Nisan and Ronen [18].
We start by studying a generalization of one-parameter agents which we call

comparable types.

We give

a simple sucient condition for social choice function to be implementable with verication for comparable

µ admit social
µ. In particular,
we consider maximization (respectively, minimization) functions of the form µ(v1 (X), . . . , vm (X)) which
are monotone non-decreasing (respectively, non-increasing) in each agent valuation vi (X). Observe that
VCG mechanisms [25, 8, 12] can only deal with particular functions of this form called ane maximizers
P
(basically, the case µ(v1 (X), . . . , vm (X)) =
i βi vi (X), with constants βi dened by the mechanisms).
The Q||Cmax scheduling problem is an example of an optimization problem involving a monotone nondecreasing function (thus our result applies to Q||Cmax ) that is not an ane maximizer. We also show
types and, based on this characterization, we show that a large class of objective functions
choice functions that are implementable with verication and minimize (or maximize)

that, for agents with comparable types, verication is indeed helpful, since there exists a social choice
function that maximizes a monotone non-decreasing function (that by our results is implementable with
verication) which cannot be implemented if verication is not allowed (see Section 4.2).
We remark that agents with comparable types are more general than one-parameter agents. Consider
for example the case in which agents own router and the valuation of each agent is the latency of his
router. One-parameter agents can only model situations in which the latency depends linearly with the
load. Instead with comparable types we can model any class of latency functions; the only restriction is
that for any two latency functions, it is always the case that one is better than the other for all possible
loads. The example in Section 4.2 shows that there exists such a class of latencies for which optimization
is not implementable if verication is not allowed.
We also characterize social choice functions implementable with verication for agents with strongly
comparable types, a reach subclass of comparable types which has the well-studied one-parameter agents
as a special instance. Our characterization (Theorem 16) extends the characterization result by Auletta

et al

[3] for one-parameter agents.

In Section 5, the focus is on

eciently

computable social choice functions and one-parameter agents.

the outcome and
µ = µ(v1 (X), . . . , vm (X)) as in
Section 4. We give a general transformation for turning any polynomial-time α-approximate algorithm
A for the optimization problem of function µ into an α(1 + ε)-approximate social choice function A?
?
that is implementable with verication. If the number of agents is constant, A can be computed in
We consider social choice functions that optimize monotone functions
on the valuations of the agents; that is,

µ = µ(X, v1 , . . . , vm )

µ

that depend on

instead of

polynomial-time.
An immediate application of our results yields polynomial-time optimal approximation mechanisms
with verication for several NP-hard scheduling problems with one-parameter agents (see Section 6). In

(1 + ε)-approximate mechanisms
√
2/ 3 ≈ 1.154 lower bound by Archer and

particular, for any constant number of machines, our polynomial-time
with verication for

Qm ||

P

wj Cj

and

Qm |rj |

P

wj Cj

break the

Tardos [1] which holds for mechanisms without verication, even if we allow exponential running time
and consider two machines/agents only. Our constant-approximation for

Qm |precj , rj |

P

wj Cj

matches

the approximation guarantee of the best known algorithm and better algorithms, if any, yield better
approximation mechanisms (with roughly the same algorithm's approximation factor). Finally, a constant
approximation is obtained for scheduling problems in which we want to minimize the

online

Lp norm via a simple

greedy algorithms.

Related work.

For agents with quasi-linear utility functions (i.e., payment received plus agent's mon-

etary valuation), the celebrated VCG mechanism [25, 12, 8] show that ane maximizers (see above) can
be implemented and Roberts [22] showed that VCG mechanisms are essentially the only truthful mecha-

one-parameter agents have
weak monotonicity condition

nisms if no hypothesis is made on the domains of the agents. Mechanisms for
been characterized in [17, 1]. Lavi, Mu'alem and Nisan [15] showed that a
(W-MON) characterizes

order-based domains with range constraints and this result was extended, in a
convex domains. These results concern mechanisms which do not use

sequence of papers [13, 24], to

verication and cannot be applied to our case (indeed, one wishes to use mechanisms with verication

3

to solve problems which the other mechanisms cannot solve [18, 3]).

We show that the counterpart

of W-MON for mechanisms with verication (which we term W-MON-VER) is not always sucient,
unlike the cases considered in [15, 13, 24]. This gives evidence that the results about W-MON cannot be
imported in mechanisms with verication.
The study of social choice functions implementable with verication starts with the work of Nisan
and Ronen [18], who gave a truthful

(1 + ε)-approximate

constant number of unrelated machines.

mechanism for minimizing scheduling on a

Similar results have been obtained by Auletta

et al.

[3] for

scheduling on any number of related machines (see also [2] for the online case). These results are based
on a characterization of mechanisms with verication [3]. Also the works of [14, 20] give mechanisms for
agents which are veriable.
The work of [5] presents a general technique for constructing polynomial-time approximation mechanisms for

utilitarian

problems. This technique is similar to the one we use to obtain truthful mechanisms

with verication for one-parameter agents: Indeed both approaches are derived from [16], where agents'
types are even simpler than the one-parameter case. Polynomial-time mechanisms which approximate
the social welfare for certain auctions are given in [9]. Mechanisms in [5, 9, 10] do not use verication but
the problems are utilitarian. We are interested in truthful mechanisms with verication but we do not
restrict ourselves to utilitarian problems (see for example the applications to non-utilitarian scheduling
problems).

4 Agents with Comparable Types
In this section we consider

comparable types. The main result of this section (see Theorem 9) shows that,
µ, there exists a social choice function A that maximizes µ

for any monotone non-decreasing function

and that is implementable with verication. We also prove that verication is essential to achieve this
result as there are social choice functions

A

that maximize monotone non-decreasing functions and that

cannot be implemented if verication is not allowed. Finally, in Theorem 16, we give a necessary and
sucient condition for a social choice function to be implementable with verication with respect to a
subclass of comparable types which includes one-parameter agents.

Denition 2 Let a and b be valuations. We say that a is smaller or equal to b, in symbols a ≤ b, if, for
all X ∈ O, a(X) ≤ b(X).

Denition 3 Domain D is comparable if for any a, b ∈ D either a ≤ b or b ≤ a.
In this section we assume that for all

i,

the domain

Di

of agent

i

is comparable.

We also assume

domains to have nite cardinality (even though this assumptions can be relaxed in some cases, e.g., for
one-parameter agents).
Discussion. In the scenario discussed in the previous section, the valuation of an agent is a measure of

his cost to perform the task assigned to him. If an agent has better capabilities then his costs are lower
and the valuation is higher (e.g., costs can be measured as the processing time which this agent has to

X

dedicate to the computations that
than a type

•
•

a

assigns to her). Thus if

a ≤ b,

a type

b agent has better capabilities

agent. Among others, we can model the following situations:

An agent whose type is

a

has a subset of the resources of an agent whose type is

each agent has resources of

r

dierent kinds (e.g., memory, CPU speed, and bandwidth), and each

resource of an agent with valuation
with valuation

a

(e.g.,

b's

b;

b

is at least as good as the corresponding resource of an agent

memory is higher than

a's

memory, while CPU speed and bandwidth are

the same); for instance we can model scheduling problems in which a job requires time
machine

a

while

t

b

is processing time of machine

ta ≥ tb

on

b.

In a mechanism with verication, an agent can misreport his type by declaring a worse one (i.e.,

bi ≤ vi )

and escape any verication by just making his capabilities look worse (e.g., simulating lower CPU
speed, releasing jobs later, delaying trac, etc.). The converse (i.e.,
the selected outcome

X

makes

agent could prefer to declare

bi

bi

indistinguishable from

vi ,

because of a higher payment.)

4

that is,

bi ≥ vi ) is also
bi (X) = vi (X).

possible whenever
(Observe that the

For xed

Pi (x, b−i ),

i

for

b−i , inequalities
x ∈ Di . By expanding
and

Pa
Pa − Pb
Pb
Pb − Pa
Observe that, since

b(Ab−i (b));

≥
≥
≥
≥

a ≤ b,

(1-2) give a system of linear inequalities with unknowns
inequalities (1-2) for

a(Ab−i (b)) − a(Ab−i (a))
a(Ab−i (b)) − a(Ab−i (a))
b(Ab−i (a)) − b(Ab−i (b))
b(Ab−i (a)) − b(Ab−i (b))
we have:

a, b ∈ Di
if
if
if
if

with

a≤b

P x :=

we obtain

a(Ab−i (b)) < b(Ab−i (b)),
a(Ab−i (b)) ≥ b(Ab−i (b)),
b(Ab−i (a)) < a(Ab−i (a)),
b(Ab−i (a)) ≥ a(Ab−i (a)).

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(i) the condition of Inequality 4 is equivalent to

a(Ab−i (b)) =

(ii) the condition of Inequality 6 is always satised; (iii) and the condition of Inequality 5 is

never satised. Moreover, by assuming that payments are nonnegative (which we can always enforce),
if payments satisfy Inequality 4 then Inequality 3 is satised as well.
social choice function

a, b ∈ Di

with

a ≤ b,

A

b

P −P
For xed

i

i

and

b−i ∈ D−i

a

≥ a(Ab−i (b)) − a(Ab−i (a))

if

a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)),

(7)

≥ b(Ab−i (a)) − b(Ab−i (b)).

(8)

b−i the two inequalities above give rise to a system of inequalities as a and b
Di . This system of inequalities is compactly encoded by the following graph.

and

range over

and

Inequalities (7,8) are satised.

Pa − Pb

a≤b

Therefore we can conclude that

is implementable with verication if and only if, for each

with

Denition 4 (verication-graph) Let

A be a social choice function. For every i and b−i ∈ D−i ,
the verication-graph V(b−i ) has a node for each type in Di . The set of edges of V(b−i ) is dened as
follows. For every a ≤ b, add a directed edge (b, a) of weight δb,a := b(Ab−i (b)) − b(Ab−i (a)). This
edge encodes Inequality (8). If a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)), then also add directed edge (a, b) of weight
δa,b := a(Ab−i (a)) − a(Ab−i (b)). This edge encodes Inequality (7).

The denition of the verication-graph is a modication of the graph introduced in [13] to study the case

δa,b between all types a and b.
a and b is missing, if a ≤ b and a(Ab−i (b)) < b(Ab−i (b)).

in which verication is not allowed. The graph of [13] has an edge of weight
Instead in the verication-graph the edge between

Theorem 5 A social choice function

A is implementable with verication if and only if, for all i and
b−i ∈ D−i , the graph V(b−i ) does not have negative weight cycles.
The theorem follows from the observation that the system of linear inequalities involving the payment
functions is the linear programming dual of the shortest path problem on the verication-graph. Therefore, a simple application of Farkas lemma shows that the system of linear inequalities has solution if and
only if the verication-graph has no negative weight cycle. The same argument has been used for the
case in which verication is not allowed albeit of a dierent graph (see [23] and [13]).

4.1 Optimal social choice functions
In this section we show that there exists an interesting class of social choice functions whose graphs have
no cycle with negative weights that be used to design optimal truthful mechanisms with verication.

Denition 6 (stable social choice function) A social choice function A is stable if, for all i, for
all b−i ∈ D−i , and for all a, b ∈ Di , with a ≤ b, if a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)), then we have that
Ab−i (a) = Ab−i (b).
The following result is based on the fact that stable social choice functions guarantee that, if

V(b−i )

contains a cycle, then all edges in that cycle have zero weight.

Theorem 7 Every stable social choice function A is implementable with verication.
Proof.

We show that if

A

V(b−i ) that are part of a cycle have zero weight.
V(b−i ) contains the edge (a, c) with a ≤ c, then it also contains the edge
edge (a, c) exists only if a(Ab−i (c)) = c(Ab−i (c)). However, as a ≤ b ≤ c,

is stable all edges of

We start by showing that, if

(b, c)

for all

a ≤ b ≤ c.

Indeed

5

a(Ab−i (c)) ≤ b(Ab−i (c)) ≤ c(Ab−i (c)) and thus b(Ab−i (c)) = c(Ab−i (c)) which implies the
(b, c).
Let C = c1 → c2 → · · · → ck → c1 be a cycle in V(b−i ). If no such cycle exists, then the theorem holds.
Since C is a cycle, for every vertex b ∈ C there must exist a, c such that a ≤ b ≤ c and (a, c) is an edge in
V(b−i ). Notice that a and c, but not both, may coincide with b. By the argument above, we have that
edge (b, c) belongs to V(b−i ) which implies that a(Ab−i (c)) = c(Ab−i (c)) and b(Ab−i (c)) = c(Ab−i (c)).
By the stability of A we conclude that Ab−i (a) = Ab−i (b) = Ab−i (c). Hence, for any two vertices ci and
cj in C , it holds that Ab−i (ci ) = Ab−i (cj ), thus implying that every edge in the cycle C has zero weight.
2

we have that

existence of edge

We use the above result to show that it is possible to implement social choice functions which select
the best outcome out of a xed subset of possible outcomes:

Theorem 8 For any X1 , . . . , X` ∈ O, let A = M AXµ (X1 , . . . , X` ) be the social choice function that, on
input (b1 , . . . , bm ) ∈ D, returns the solution Xj of minimum index that maximizes the value
µ(b1 (Xj ), . . . , bm (Xj )).

If µ(·) is monotone non-decreasing in each of its arguments then A is stable.
Fix an agent i and the reported types b−i ∈ D−i of all the other agents.
a ≤ b, and denote Xia := Ab−i (a) and Xib := Ab−i (b). To prove that A is stable we
if a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)), then Xia = Xib . Observe that

Proof.

µ(b1 (Xib ), . . . , bi−1 (Xib ), b(Xib ), . . . , bm (Xib ))

=

(by

(a

µ(b1 (Xia ), . . . , bi−1 (Xia ), b(Xia ), . . . , bm (Xia )) ≤

(denition of

(denition of

≤b

and

µ

A

and

ia ≤ ib ,

thus implying

ib ≤ ia .

with

X ia )

(9)
(10)

non decr.)

(11)

A

(12)

and

µ(b1 (Xib ), . . . , bi−1 (Xib ), b(Xib ), . . . , bm (Xib )).

index, equality between (9) and (12) yields

a, b ∈ Di

a(Xib ) = b(Xib ))

µ(b1 (Xib ), . . . , bi−1 (Xib ), a(Xib ), . . . , bm (Xib )) ≤
µ(b1 (Xia ), . . . , bi−1 (Xia ), a(Xia ), . . . , bm (Xia )) ≤

This implies that all inequalities above hold with =. Since

Let

have to show that,

X ib )

(13)

A

chooses the optimal solution of minimal

Similarly, the equality between (11) and (10) yields

2

X ia = X ib .

Combining Theorem 8 and Theorem 7 we obtain the main result of this section.

Theorem 9 Let µ(·) be any monotone non-decreasing function in its arguments b1 (X), . . . , bm (X), with
X ∈ O and bi ∈ Di . Then, there exists a social choice function OP Tµ which maximizes µ(·) and is
implementable with verication.

4.2 The power of verication
We next exhibit a social choice function which satises the hypothesis of Theorem 8 (and thus is implementable with verication) but is not implementable if verication is not allowed. This shows that, for
comparable types, verication does help.
A type a1 router has
1 (respectively 3) for transmitting one packet (respectively two packets); a type a2
router has latency L2 (·) equal to 0 (respectively 1) for transmitting one packet (respectively two packets).
Assume O = {X, Y } with Y (respectively X ) being an outcome that assigns 1 (respectively 2) packet(s)
to the router and X ≺ Y in a given lexicographic order. Valuations a1 and a2 are dened to be the
We have one agent that owns one router which can be of one of two types.

latency

L1 (·)

equal to

opposite of the latency and can be found in the following table:

a1 (·) = −L1 (·)
a2 (·) = −L2 (·)
6

X
−3
−1

Y
−1
0

a1 (S) ≤ a2 (S) for S ∈ O.
A be the social choice function that picks the assignment that guarantees latency less than 1 and,
in case of a tie, picks the lexicographically smaller assignment (that is X ). Therefore, A(a1 ) = X and
A(a2 ) = Y . Social choice function A maximizes function µ dened as
(
−1, if v ≤ −1;
µ(v) =
0,
otherwise;
Observe that
Let

which is non-decreasing in its input and thus, by Theorem 8,
Function

µ

completed within
For

A

A

is implementable with verication.

encodes a QoS objective function: we are only interested in whether the assignment can be

1 unit of time.

A is not implementable if verication is not allowed.
P a1 and P a2 such that for v ∈ D1 the utility of the
b = v . Therefore for v = a1 we have that

Next we show that

to be implementable we have to nd payments

agent is maximized when reporting

P a1 − 3 ≥ P a2 − 1
and for

v = a2

we have

P a2 ≥ P a1 − 1.
The two inequalities imply
If the set

P a1 − 3 ≥ P a1 − 2.

Contradiction.

O of outcomes is very large, then social choice function A could not be eciently computable.

Our next result can be used to derive eciently-computable social choice functions which approximate
the objective function by restricting to a suitable subset of the possible outcomes.

Denition 10 (approximation preserving) A set

O0 ⊆ O is α-approximation preserving
for every b ∈ D, the set O contains a solution X which is an α-approximation of µ for b.
0

0

for

µ if,

Theorem 8 implies the following.

Corollary 11 Let µ(·) be any optimization function monotone non-decreasing in its arguments b1 (X), . . . , bm (X),
with X ∈ O and bi ∈ Di . For any α-approximation preserving set O0 the social choice function
AP Xµ := M AXX∈O0 {X} is an α-approximation for µ and is implementable with verication. Moreover,
social choice function AP Xµ (b) can be computed in time proportional to the time needed for computing
values µ(X, b), for X ∈ O0 .

4.3 W-MON-VER social choice functions
The following denition is adapted to the verication setting from a similar denition of [15].

Denition 12 (W-MON-VER) A social choice function A is W-MON-VER for domains D1 , . . . , Dm ,
if, for all i, for all b−i ∈ D−i , the graph V(b−i ) does not contain 2-cycles of negative weight.
Obviously, condition W-MON-VER is necessary for

i, for
a(Ab−i (a)) + b(Ab−i (b)) < a(Ab−i (b)) + b(Ab−i (a)),

equivalent to the following condition:

for all

A

to be implementable with verication and is

b−i ∈ D−i , for all a, b ∈ Di
then a(Ab−i (b)) < b(Ab−i (b)). An
all

with

a ≤ b,

if

analogous con-

dition for implementation without verication (called W-MON in [15]) has been proved necessary and
sucient for convex domains [24] (extending the work of [15]).

Agents with convex domains include

one-parameter agents.
We show that W-MON-VER is not sucient for

A

to be implementable with verication for com-

parable types. We do so by giving an example of a W-MON-VER social choice function for which the
associated graph

V(b−i )

contains a negative cycle.

Theorem 13 For comparable types, there exists a W-MON-VER social choice function A that is not
implementable with verication. This also holds for domains containing three comparable types over a set
of three possible outcomes.
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Figure 1: The graph of a social choice function that is W-MON-VER and that is not implementable with
verication.

Fix agent

Proof.

of agent

i

i

and declarations

b−i .

Let

Di := {a, b, c}, O := {X1 , X2 , X3 }

and let the valuations

be dened as in the following table

a
b
c

X1
1
1
2

X2
1
1
1

X3
0
1
1

Ab−i (a) = X1 , Ab−i (b) = X2 and Ab−i (c) = X3 . Clearly, agent i has
V(b−i ) has a negative cycle (see Figure 1). First of all,
observe that the edge (a, c) does not appear in V(b−i ); indeed, we have a(X3 ) = 0 < 1 = c(X3 ). On
the other hand, V(b−i ) contains edge (a, b) (since a(X2 ) = b(X2 )) and edge (b, c) (since b(X3 ) = c(X3 )).

Social choice function is such that

comparable types. We now show that the graph

Moreover, the weight of the edges are computed as follows

δa,b
δb,a
δb,c
δc,b
δc,a

a(X1 ) − a(X2 )
b(X2 ) − b(X1 )
b(X2 ) − b(X3 )
c(X3 ) − c(X2 )
c(X3 ) − c(X1 )

=
=
=
=
=

We conclude the proof by observing that the graph

=
=
=
=
=

0
0
0
0
−1

V(b−i ) has no negative
a → b → c → a has

social choice function is W-MON-VER) while the cycle

weight

2-cycle

(and thus the

negative weight (and thus

is not implementable with verication).

A
2

We can also provide an example of a W-MON-VER social choice function that is not implementable
with verication over types that only take value

0

or

1.

Theorem 14 For comparable types, there exists a W-MON-VER social choice function A that is not
implementable with verication. This also holds for domains containing two comparable types which take
values 0 or 1 over a set of three possible outcomes.
Proof.

Fix agent

i

and declarations

b−i .

Let

Di := {a, b, c}

and let the valuation of agent

i

be the

following

a
b
c

X1
0
0
1

X2
1
1
1

X3
0
1
1

X1 = Ab−i (a), X2 = Ab−i (b) and X3 = Ab−i (c). Clearly, agent i has comparable types. We now
V(b−i ) has a negative cycle (but no two-cycle has negative length). First of all
observe that the edge (a, c) does not appear in V(b−i ); indeed, we have a(X3 ) = 0 < 1 = c(X3 ). On
the other hand, V(b−i ) contains edge (a, b) (since a(X2 ) = b(X2 )) and edge (b, c) (since b(X3 ) = c(X3 )).

where

show that the graph

Moreover, the weight of the edges are computed as follows

δa,b
δb,a
δb,c
δc,b
δc,a

=
=
=
=
=

a(X1 ) − a(X2 )
b(X2 ) − b(X1 )
b(X2 ) − b(X3 )
c(X3 ) − c(X2 )
c(X3 ) − c(X1 )
8

=
=
=
=
=

−1
1
0
0
0

We complete the proof by observing that the graph

V(b−i ) has no negative weight 2-cycle (and thus the
a → b → c → a has negative weight (and thus A
2

social choice function is W-MON-VER) while the cycle
is not implementable with verication).

4.4 Strongly comparable types
Next we prove that for strongly comparable types (a restriction of comparable types that includes oneparameter types) W-MON-VER is a necessary and sucient condition for a social choice-function

A

to

be implementable with verication.

Denition 15 (strongly comparable types) A domain with comparable types

Di is with strongly
if there exists v i ∈ < such that, for all X ∈ O: (i) a(X) ≤ v i , for all a ∈ Di , and (ii)
for all a, b ∈ Di , a(X) = b(X) implies a(X) = v i .

comparable types

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 16 For domains with strongly comparable types, social choice function A is implementable
with verication if and only if A is W-MON-VER.
Obviously, if the social choice function

A

is not W-MON-VER then by Theorem 5,

A

is not imple-

mentable with verication. Thus the following lemma is sucient for proving Theorem 16.

Lemma 17 If types are strongly comparable and

A is W-MON-VER, then, for all i and all b−i , the
graph V(b−i ) does not contain a negative weight cycle.

Proof.
Fix agent i and declarations b−i . We start by proving that all edges V(b−i ) that belong to a
2-cycle have weight 0. Consider the 2-cycle formed by edges (a, b) (of weight a(Ab−i (a))−a(Ab−i (b))) and
edge (b, a) (of weight b(Ab−i (b)) − b(Ab−i (a))) with a ≤ b. Since edge (a, b) appears in V(b−i ) we have
that a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)) and thus, since types are strongly comparable, a(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (b)) =
v̄i . Therefore the cycle has weight a(Ab−i (a)) − b(Ab−i (a)). Since a ≤ b it holds that a(Ab−i (a)) −
b(Ab−i (a)) ≤ 0 and by the fact that A is W-MON-VER we have that a(Ab−i (a)) − b(Ab−i (a)) ≥ 0. The
two inequalities imply a(Ab−i (a)) = b(Ab−i (a)) and thus a(Ab−i (a)) = b(Ab−i (a)) = v̄i . This implies
that the two edges have weight 0.
Next we prove that all edges (b, a) with a ≤ b that belong to a cycle and such that the edge (a, b)
does not appear in V(b−i ) have non-negative weight. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Let (b, a) be such an edge. We show that b(Ab−i (b)) = v̄i . Since (b, a) is part of a cycle there must
exist an edge (c, d) with c ≤ b ≤ d. Notice that c and d, but not both, may coincide with b. If b = d then
edge (c, d) implies c(Ab−i (d)) = d(Ab−i (d)) = b(Ab−i (b)) = v̄i . Otherwise, the existence of (c, d) implies
that c(Ab−i (d)) = d(Ab−i (d)). Since c ≤ b ≤ d, we have that b(Ab−i (d)) = d(Ab−i (d)) which implies the
existence of edge (b, d). Since b ≤ d the edges (d, b) and (b, d) constitute a 2-cycle and, by the argument
above, both have weight 0. That is, d(Ab−i (d)) = d(Ab−i (b)) = v̄i and b(Ab−i (b)) = b(Ab−i (d)) = v̄i .
We conclude the proof by observing that the edge (b, a) has weight b(Ab−i (b)) − b(Ab−i (a)) = v̄i −
b(Ab−i (a)) ≥ 0 since types are strongly comparable (in particular by denition of v̄i ).
2

The above theorem is

tight

as the counterexample in Figure 1 shows that there exist types that are

not strongly comparable for which a W-MON-VER social choice function is not implementable with
verication. In particular, the example shows that, if there exists two valuations

X

such that

a(X) = b(X) 6= v̄i

a and b and an outcome

then there exist W-MON-VER social choice functions that are not

implementable with verication.

5 One-Parameter Agents
In this section we present our results about

one-parameter agents.

As we shall see, one-parameter agents

are a special case of agents with strongly comparable types, and thus Theorem 16 gives us a necessary and
sucient condition for a social choice function to be implementable with verication. In this section, the
focus is on

eciently

computable social choice functions (which will also be referred to as

9

algorithms).

The main result of this section (see Theorem 34) shows, for a large class of optimization functions
(see Denitions 29 and 33), how to transform a polynomial-time

α-approximate

algorithm for

µ

µ

into an

eciently computable social choice function that is implementable with verication for one-parameter
agents and

α(1 + ε)-approximates µ.

The class of function

µ

to which our transformation applies include

several classical scheduling problems (see Section 6.1). In Theorem 36, we give a similar result for

online

settings.

Denition 18 The valuation vi of a one-parameter agent can be written as
vi (X) = −wi (X) · ti ,

for some publicly known non-negative function wi (·) and some real number ti ≥ 0 that is privately known
to agent i.
Observe that the valuation of a one-parameter agent is non-positive.
report his type, an agents replies with a real number

ri ,

We assume that when asked to

implying that he reports his valuation to be

bi (X) = −wi (X) · ri . We consider optimization functions µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) (as opposed to functions of
µ(b1 (X), . . . , bm (X)) of the previous section) that are non-decreasing in each valuation bi and
thus, equivalently, non-increasing in each reported type ri . With some abuse of notation, we sometimes
write µ(X, r) in place of µ(X, b), where b and r are related as above. Also, observe that one-parameter
agents are a special case of strongly comparable types and, in particular, one has that v̄i = 0. Oneparameter agents have been studied for scheduling optimization problems on related machines owned by

the form

selsh agents [1] (see Sect. 6).
In the rest of this section, we will show how to design social choice functions for one-parameter agents
that are implementable with verication and that can be computed in polynomial time.

By virtue of

Theorem 16, it suces to focus on social choice functions that are W-MON-VER for one-parameter
agents. We rst observe the following:

Fact 19 For one-parameter agents, a social choice function
i, r−i there exists a critical
wi (ri , r−i ) > 0 for ri < θi .

A is W-MON-VER if and only if, for all
θi ∈ (<+ ∪ ∞) such that (i) wi (ri , r−i ) = 0 for ri > θi , and (ii)

A be a W-MON-VER social choice function.
ri0 > ri it holds wi (ri0 , r−i ) = 0 and thus the

Let

Proof.

then for all
desired

value

θi .

To reduce the cumbersome nature of our

us assume, by contradiction, that

wi (ri0 ) > 0.

i and r−i . We show that if wi (ri , r−i ) = 0
ri for which wi (ri , r−i ) = 0 is the
notation, we will suppress dependence on r−i . Let
Fix

minimum

We will show a 2-cycle in the verication-graph of negative

A. Given reported types ri < ri0 the respective
0
0
0
0
valuations are bi = −wi (ri ) · ri and bi = −wi (ri ) · ri , which implies bi > bi . Since wi (ri ) = 0 the
0
verication-graph will have the 2-cycle bi → bi → bi of weight:
weight thus contradicting the W-MON-VER condition of

ri wi (ri0 ) − ri0 wi (ri0 ) = wi (ri0 )(ri − ri0 ) < 0.
θi implies that, for all i and b−i , the verication-graph of
V(b−i ) all valuations smaller than θi form a directed acyclic

Conversely, we show that the existence of

A

has no

2-cycles

of negative weight. In

graph, while valuations larger than
have weight

0.

θi

form a unique strongly connected component in which all edges

This implies that there is no negative weight

2

2-cycle.

Notice that with a slight abuse of notation we have denoted the critical value with
depends on

i

and

r−i .

The above property is called

weak monotonicity

θi

even though it

in [3], and Theorem 16 implies

one of the main results in that work.

The MAX operator.

We are given a function

µ

and want to design a social choice function

implementable with verication (i.e., W-MON-VER) and, for a given vector
an outcome
want

A

X

such that

µ(X, b)

is close to the maximum of

µ

b

A

that is

of declared types, returns

over all choices of

X ∈ O.

Moreover, we

to be eciently computable. A natural approach is to start from simple social choice functions

and combine them together. Mu'Alem and Nisan [16] consider the following MAX operator:
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MAXµ (A1 ,A2 ) operator
•
•

X1 = A1 (b) and X2 = A2 (b);
µ(X1 , b) ≥ µ(X2 , b) then return X1 else

compute
if

return

X2 .

For minimization problems, one can simply consider a `MIN' operator dened as MINµ (A1 , A2 )

−µ (A1 , A2 ).

:=

MAX

Notice the slight abuse of notation in using MAXµ both with social choice functions (as in

the description of the MAXµ operator) and outcomes (as in Theorem 8) as arguments.
In general, the fact that

A1

and

A2

are W-MON-VER does not guarantee that MAXµ (A1 , A2 ) is also

W-MON-VER. We borrow (and adapt) the following denition from [16]:

Denition 20 A social choice function

A is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·) if it is W-MON-VER and, for every i
and r−i , one of the following two conditions holds for the function g(x) := µ(A(x, r−i ), (x, r−i )): (i) g(x)
is non-increasing for x < θi and non-decreasing for x ≥ θi ; or (ii) g(x) is non-increasing for x ≤ θi and
non-decreasing for x > θi , where θi is the critical value.
The following is the main technical contribution of this sections and will be used to prove Theorem 34.

Theorem 21 If each

Ai is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·) then social choice function MAXµ (A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak ):=
MAXµ (MAXµ (A1 , . . . , Ak−1 ),Ak ) is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·). In this case, MAXµ (A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak ) is W-MON-VER
for one-parameter agents.
The same results hold for the `MIN' operator if each

Ai

is bitonic w.r.t.

−µ(·).

Theorem 21 is proved by

showing a connection between W-MON-VER social choice functions and monotone social choice functions
for known single minded bidders (a special type of agents for combinatorial auctions studied in [16]).
Details are given in the next section.

5.1 Known single minded bidders
In a combinatorial auction we have a set

S ⊆ G of goods.
i receiving set Xi .

to each set
agent

An outcome

Denition 22 ([16]) Agent i is

G of goods and the valuation vi of agent i assigns a value vi (S)
X = (X1 , · · · , Xm ) is an allocations of goods to the agents with

known single-minded (KSM)


vi (X) =

ti
0

if for a publicly known set Si of goods

if Xi ⊇ Si ;
otherwise.

The value ti is known to bidder i only.
Mu'Alem and Nisan characterized social choice functions that are implementable for KSM bidder.

Denition 23 A social choice function

A is monotone for KSM bidders if and only if, for all i, r−i
there exists a critical value θi ∈ (<+ ∪ ∞) such that (i) any ri > θi is a winning declaration, and (ii) any
ri < θi is a non-winning declaration.
We have the following theorem.

Theorem 24 [16] A social choice function

monotone.

A is implementable for KSM bidders if and only if A is

The next result provides an interesting connection between monotone algorithms for KSM bidders and
W-MON-VER algorithms for one-parameter agents. This connection is made by considering that, in both
cases, an algorithm receives in input

m

numbers

r1 , . . . , r m ,
11

corresponding to the agents declarations.

Theorem 25 Let AG be a set of m one-parameter agents, where agent i has valuation vi = −wi (X) · ti .
Also let AG 0 be a set of KSM bidders with valuation

ti if wi (X) = 0,
vi0 (X) :=
0 otherwise.

Then, social choice function A is W-MON-VER w.r.t. the one-parameter agents if and only if A is
monotone w.r.t. the KSM bidders.
A takes in input the parameters ri in both cases. For every i and r−i , a value ri
wi (A(ri , r−i )) = 0. By denition of monotone social choice-function
∀ ri > θi , wi (A(ri , r−i )) = 0 and (ii) ∀ ri < θi , wi (A(ri , r−i )) > 0. The theorem follows from Fact 19.

Proof.

We stress that

is a winning declaration if and only if
(i)

2

We will use this result to import several of the results about KSM bidders in [16].

In the sequel,

we will use the terms  W-MON-VER and monotone for KSM bidders interchangeably. In particular,
Def. 20 is equivalent to the following one:

Denition 26 ([16]) An algorithm

A is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·) if it is monotone (for KSM bidders) and,
for every i and r−i , there exists a threshold θi such that one of the following two conditions holds for
the function g(x) := µ(A(x, r−i ), (x, r−i )): (i) g(x) is non-increasing for x < θi and non-decreasing for
x ≥ θi ; or (ii) g(x) is non-increasing for x ≤ θi and non-decreasing for x > θi . (The value θi is dened
as in Denition 23.)
The following result has been proved in [16] for the case

all agents valuations

vi (S).

µ(·)

is the social welfare, i.e., the sum of

However, as already observed in [5], the proofs do not make use of this

assumption and all the results hold when replacing the social welfare with any function

Theorem 27 ([16]) If A1 and A2 are bitonic w.r.t.
as well.

µ(·).

µ(·), then A = MAXµ (A1 , A2 ) is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·)

Because of the above result, we can apply the MAX operator to more than two algorithms. Hence,
MAX(A1 , . . . , Ak ) is bitonic if each algorithm

Ai

is bitonic. By Theorem 25, it follows that:

Theorem 28 Let A1 , . . . , Ak be algorithms satisfying Def. 20. Then algorithm MAXµ (A1 , . . . , Ak ) satises Def. 20 as well.

Hence, Theorem 21 follows.

5.2 Ecient W-MON-VER social choice functions
Theorem 21 provides a powerful tool for eciently building social choice functions starting from simpler
ones. In particular, we will use this result to extend Theorem 8 to a wider class of optimization functions
of the form

µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ).

This allows us to deal with certain scheduling problems where the measure

depends on the scheduling policy internal to the machines and therefore cannot be expressed as the
machines completion times (i.e., as a function of

wi (X) · ti ).

We start by the dening the notion of neutral functions.

Denition 29 A function µ(·) is neutral if, for every X such that wi (X) = 0, it holds that µ(X, (bi , b−i )) =
µ(X, (b0i , b−i )), for every bi , b0i and every b−i .
We have the following technical lemma.

Lemma 30 Let µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) be neutral and non-decreasing in each bi , for every X
algorithm returning a xed outcome X is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·).

wi (X) > 0 or wi (X) = 0. In the rst
θi = ∞. Since µ(·) is non-decreasing in bi , then µ(·) is non-increasing in ri
and therefore g(x) := µ(X, (x, r−i )) is non-increasing for x < θi . In the second case the critical value is
set to θi = 0. Since, wi (X) = 0 and µ(·) is neutral, g(x) is constant and thus non-decreasing for x ≥ θi .
2

Proof.

Since

X

∈ O. Then any

is xed then we have two possible cases: either

case the critical value is set to

12

Theorem 31 Let µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) be neutral and non-decreasing in each bi , for every X ∈ O. Then, for

any X1 , . . . , X` ∈ O, the social choice function A = M AXµ (X1 , . . . , X` ) is bitonic w.r.t. µ(·). Hence A
is implementable with verication.
Proof.

By Lemma 30, algorithms returning one xed outcome are bitonic. Therefore, the theorem

2

follows from Theorem 21.

Theorem 31 above has two important consequences. First of all, we can obtain a result (similar to
Theorem 9) that shows that optimization of neutral monotone function

µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) for one parameter

agents can be implemented with verication.

Theorem 32 For one-parameter agents and for any function µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) which is neutral and nondecreasing in each bi , there exists a social choice function OP Tµ that maximizes µ(·) and is implementable
with verication.

α-approximation preserving set of outcomes O0 for µ, we
0
can apply the above theorem to all outcomes X ∈ O . This gives us a social choice function A which is
0
implementable with verication, α-approximates µ and can be computed in time polynomial in |O |.
We next introduce the class of smooth functions, for which there exists small α-approximation preAnother consequence is that, if we have an

serving set of outcomes.

Denition 33 Fix

ε > 0 and γ > 1. A function µ is (γ, ε)smooth if, for any pair of declarations
r and r̃ such that ri ≤ r̃i ≤ γri for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and for all possible outcomes X , it holds that
µ(X, r) ≤ µ(X, r̃) ≤ (1 + ε) · µ(X, r).
For smooth, neutral functions

µ

we can transform any

α-approximate

polynomial-time algorithm

A

(which is not necessarily implementable with verication) into a social choice function for a constant
number of agents which is computable in polynomial-time, implementable with verication and
approximates

α(1 + ε)-

µ.

Theorem 34 Let

A be a polynomial-time α-approximate algorithm for a neutral, non-decreasing (in
each bi ) (γ, ε)-smooth objective function µ(·). Then, for any ε > 0, there exists an α(1 + ε)-approximate
social choice function A? implementable with verication. If the number of agents is constant, A? can be
computed in polynomial time.

O0 be the set of outcomes returned by A when run on bid vectors whose components
0
m
are powers of γ . For m agents, |O | = O(maxi {logγ |Di |} ) which is polynomial for xed m, and, since
0
µ is (γ, ε)-smooth, O is an α(1 + ε)−approximation preserving set for µ.
0
?
Consider social choice function A that on input r outputs the outcome X ∈ O that maximizes
?
µ(X, r). By Theorem 31, A is W-MON-VER and α(1 + ε)-approximates µ. Moreover, for constant m,
A? is polynomial-time computable.
2
Proof Sketch.

Let

5.3 Online mechanism
A natural way of designing an

B

online

algorithm for scheduling problems is to iterate a basic-step

X , the processing requirement of the new job J and the
i is 1/ri ) outputs the index B(X, J, b)
of the machine to which the job must be assigned. For algorithm B , the set of outcomes O consists of
all allocations that can be obtained from X by allocating job J to one of the m machines.
algorithm

which, given the current assignment

reported types

b1 , . . . , b m

(that is, the reported speed of machine

Algorithm B -iterated(b)
• X := ∅;
• while a new job J arrives do
•
assign job J to machine of

index

B(X, J, b)

Observe that a basic-step algorithm

B

and modify

X

accordingly.

that is implementable with verication does not necessarily

remains implementable with verication when iterated. Also in this case stability plays a central role.
We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 35 If B is stable then algorithm B -iterated is stable as well.
B -iterated is stable for the rst k jobs, then
(k + 1)-th job Jk+1 is allocated. Let Jk be the sequence of the rst k jobs. Let
b = (bi , b−i ) and b0 = (b0i , b−i ) with bi > b0i and let Y = B -iterated(b, Jk+1 ). We prove that if wi (Y ) = 0
0
0
k+1
then Y = B -iterated(b , J
) = Y . Since wi (Y ) = 0 then wi (X) = 0 for X = B -iterated(b, Jk ). By
k
0
k
inductive hypothesis, B -iterated is stable for J , thus implying B -iterated(b , J ) = X . Since B is stable
0
and wi (X) = 0 it holds B(X, b, Jk+1 ) = B(X, b , Jk+1 ). By denition of B -iterated we obtain that
B -iterated(b0 , Jk+1 ) = B -iterated(b, Jk+1 ).
2
We prove the theorem inductively and show that, if

Proof.

it remains stable after the

Therefore, by Theorem 7,

B -iterated
Q||Cmax

[11] online greedy algorithm for

is implementable with verication.

For example, Graham's

can be seen as the iterated version of a simple basic stable

step and thus it is implementable with verication. This property holds more in general. Consider the

greedy

algorithm which, at every step, assigns a newly arrived job to the machine that, given the current

µ(·);

assignment of previous jobs, maximizes the increase of the objective function

−µ(·) is typically a cost function that one
p
P
p
(w
(X)
· ti )p ). We have the following theorem.
i
i

a xed manner, and
dened as

ties are broken in

wishes to minimize (e.g., the

Lp

norm

Theorem 36 The greedy algorithm is stable for cost functions µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) that are neutral and
non-decreasing in each bi , for every X ∈ O.
Proof.
Because of Theorem 35 we only need to prove that the basic-step B of the greedy algorithm
0
0
0
0
is stable. Consider two bid vectors b = (bi , b−i ) and b = (bi , b−i ) with bi < bi (and thus ri > ri ) and
let X be the schedule computed by the greedy algorithm w.r.t. both bid vectors for the rst k jobs and
assume that X is such that wi (X) = 0. Now suppose that, for the (k + 1)-th job, greedy computes a

solution

Y

a solution

(with wi (Y ) = 0) on input b
Y 0 6= Y . Observe that

µ(Y 0 , b0 )
µ(Y, b0 )
µ(Y, b)
µ(Y 0 , b)
µ(Y 0 , b0 ).

and, by contradiction, assume that on input

≥
=
≥
≥

b0

greedy computes

(by the denition of greedy algorithm)
(by

wi (Y ) = 0

and by neutrality of

(14)

µ)

(15)

(by the denition of greedy algorithm)
(since

µ

is non-decreasing in each

(16)

bi )

(17)
(18)

B be the basic-step of algorithm greedy. Then solution Y is obtained from a solution X by allocating
(k + 1)-th job to machine of index p = B(X, b, J). Similarly, solution Y 0 is obtained from the solution
X by allocating the (k + 1)-th job to machine of index q = B(X, b, J). The above inequalities imply
0
0
that µ(Y, b) = µ(Y , b ). Since B breaks ties in a xed order, it must be p = q , thus contradiction the
0
hypothesis Y 6= Y .
2

Let
the

Hence, if the greedy algorithm is

α-approximating

for such a function

µ(·),

then there exists an online

polynomial-time computable algorithm implementable with verication and that is an
for

α-approximation

µ(·).

6 Applications
In this section we discuss two types of applications of our results for one-parameter agents: polynomialtime approximation mechanisms with verication for scheduling problems and exact mechanisms

without

verication for certain graph problems.

6.1 Scheduling on Related Machines
We consider scheduling problems on related machines owned by selsh agents as in [1].
a set of

m related machines

and a set of

n

jobs.

Assigning a job to machine

i

We are given

makes the work

wi

of

that machine to increase by an amount equal to the job weight (each job has a weight and a job can be
assigned to any machine). Each machine

wi /si ,

where

wi

is the

work

i

speed si , that is, the completion time of machine i is
i (i.e., the sum of all job weights that are assigned to
a vector J = (J1 , J2 , . . . , Jn ), where Jk is the weight of

has a

assigned to machine

that machine). Thus, the set of jobs consists of
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the

k -th

job. In the

online

setting, jobs arrive one-by-one, the

k -th

job must be scheduled before next

one arrives, and jobs cannot be reallocated.

X , we let wi (X) be the work that this solution assigns to machine i. Each machine
selsh agent whose valuation is −wi (X)/si = −wi (X) · ti for some ti = 1/si ; i.e.,
machine i is known to agent i only (everything else is known to the mechanism) and her

For an assignment

i

corresponds to a

the speed of

valuation is the opposite of the completion time of her machine. An agent can thus misreport her speed
(i.e., declare

ri 6= ti ).

Mechanisms with verication compute, for each agent
her payment if and only if all jobs assigned to machine

i

the outcome selected by the mechanism [18, 3]. Machine

i,

i

wi (X) · ri ,

are released accordingly by adding some delay; (ii) the declared speed is better (i.e.,

i

(i.e.,

wi (X) = 0,

A

to compute an allocation

where

X

X

ri < ti ) and jobs
ri < ti ) but this

which does not assign any job to machine

in which case no verication is possible).

We consider several variants of this problem depending on the optimization function adopted.
of these problems are
for

m = 2.

is

can misreport her speed and still receive her

associated payment if one of the following happens: (i) the declared speed is worse (i.e.,
makes the allocation algorithm

i

an associated payment and award agent

have been released after

minimization problems

All

for which it is NP-hard to compute exact solutions, even

The following table summarizes some of the applications of our techniques to scheduling

problems.

Problem version

Upper Bound
Polytime (m constant)
(1 + ε)-approximate [Thm. 34 & [6]]
(1 + ε)-approximate [Thm. 34 & [6]]
O(log m)-approximate [Thm. 34 & [7]]
O(p)-competitive [Thm. 36]

Exp Time (any m)

P
Q|| j wj Cj
P
Q|rj | j wj Cj
P
Q|prec, rj | j wj Cj
Lp norm

OPT [3]

OPT [Thm. 32]
OPT [Thm. 32]
OPT [Thm. 32]

For the rst three problems, no mechanism without verication can attain an approximation factor
better than

√
2/ 3 > 1,

for all

m ≥ 2

[1].

Our upper bounds (in bold) are the rst bounds on these

P

√

P

j wj Cj and Q|rj |
j wj Cj break the 2/ 3
lower bound in [1], which also holds for exponential-time mechanisms; upper bound for the Lp norm is
√
2).
obtained via online mechanisms based on the greedy algorithm (for p = 2, the bound is 1 +
problems which are all NP-hard solve exactly; bounds for

Weighted Sum
P Scheduling (Q||

Q||

).

+
Each job j has also a priority wj ∈ <
and the goal is
j wj Cj
w
C
,
where
C
is
the
completion
time
of
job
j
.
The
set
of
outcomes
O
=
O(J) consists
to minimize
j
j
j
j
of all possible allocations of jobs to machines. Given a job assignment X ∈ O , every machine processes

P

jobs from the smallest to the largest and this determines the completion time

Cj (X, r1 , . . . rm )

of job

j.

1

We can thus consider a function

µ(X, r1 , . . . , rm ) := −

X

wj Cj (X, r1 , . . . , rm ),

Cj (X, r1 , . . . , rm ) is non-decreasing in each ri . Indeed, if X assigns job j to machine X(j) and
precj (X) is the set of jobs that, according to X , are scheduled on the same machine before j , then

where

X

Cj (X, r1 , . . . , rm ) :=

a

Jj 0 · rX(j) .

j 0 ∈precj (X)∪j

ri , then µ(X, r1 , . . . , rm ) is non-increasing in each
ri are related by bi (X) = −wi (X) · ri . In this case,
we write µ(X, r1 , . . . , rm ) simply as µ(X, b), where b = (b1 , . . . , bm ). Hence, µ(X, b) is non-decreasing
in each bi . Clearly µ(·) is also neutral and (γ, ε)smooth for every ε > 0. Therefore, Theorem 34 and
Since

ri .

Cj (X, r1 , . . . , rm )

is non-decreasing in each

Recall that, according to our terminology,

bi

and

1 Although other policies are possible, it is well-known that this policy minimizes the optimization function that we are
going to consider in this problem. Moreover, changing the scheduling policy internal to a machine does not aect the
completion time of that machine, and thus the agent's valuation.
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(1 + ε)approximation

the

scheme in [6] imply the existence of a polynomial-time

mechanism with verication, for any

m = O(1)

and any

(1 + ε)approximation

ε > 0.

This problem version has been rst considered in [1], where the authors proved that no mechanism

√
2/ 3,

without verication can attain an approximation factor better than

even for the case

m=2

and

using mechanisms which do not run in polynomial time.

Weighted Sum
Release Times (Q|rj | j wj Cj ) and Precedence Constraints
P Scheduling with P
(Q|precj , rj | j wj Cj ). In the Q|rj | j wj Cj problem each job has also a release time, that is, job j
P

cannot be scheduled on a machine before time

rj .

This aects the feasible allocation of jobs and the

scheduling policies internal to the machines (i.e., the order in which a machine processes its jobs). Hence,
the only dierence with the previous problem is on the set of possible outcomes
job weights

J

and on each

rj

O

which depends on the

(this part of the input is known to the mechanism). In [6] the authors give

a (1 + ε)approximation scheme which, as in the previous example, can be turned into a polynomial-time
(1 + ε)approximation mechanism with verication, for any m = O(1) and any ε > 0.
P
In the Q|precj , rj |
j wj Cj we are also given precedence constraints precj for each job which limits
the order of executions among jobs. In this case the set of feasible outcomes depends on J, on every rj
and on every precj . In [7] the authors gave an O(log m)-approximation algorithm which, as above, can be
2
turned into a polynomial-time O(log m)approximation mechanism with verication, for any m = O(1).

Makespan and Norm
Lp

Lp .

Possible outcomes consists of all job allocations to the machines. In the

norm, given the machine speeds

s1 , . . . , sm

and a job allocation

X,

the objective function that one

wishes to minimize is

m
X

!1/p
p

.

(wi (X)/si )

i=1
We can thus consider maximizing the function

µ(X, b1 , . . . , bm ) := −

m
X

!1/p
p

=

(wi (X)/si )

i=1
The
and

L∞

L∞

µ(·)

!1/p
p

(bi (X))

.

i=1

norm corresponds to minimizing the

norm, the corresponding function

for every

m
X

makespan,

maxm
i=1 {−wi (X)/si }. In both Lp
non-decreasing in bi , and (γ, ε)smooth

that is,

is clearly neutral,

ε > 0.

Interestingly, for the

Lp

norm the greedy algorithm guarantees a constant approximation (and thus

a constant competitive ratio) [4].

For

p = 2,

the bound is

(1 +

√

2).

Hence, Theorem 36 implies the

following:

Corollary 37 For the Lp norm, there exists
√ an online O(p)-approximate mechanism with verication.
For p > 2 the approximation factor is (1 + 2).

6.2 Graph Problems
G = (V, E) and the set of feasible outcomes consists of
G. We have one agent per edge and the type te
of agent e is nothing but the weight of edge e ∈ E . If subgraph X ∈ O of G includes edge e, then agent
e has a cost (for implementing this outcome) equal to te . This scenario is common to several problems

Consider problems in which we are given a graph
a suitable set

O = O(G)

containing certain subgraphs of

considered in the algorithmic mechanism design community: shortest-path [18], minimum spanning tree
[18], minimum-radius spanning tree [21].
We next show how to obtain exact mechanisms

without

verication for such graph problems:

2 Although we consider m = O(1), we write O(log m) to stress that the (constant) in the approximation factor grows as
the logarithm of the number of machines.
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Denition 38 A mechanism design graph problem consists of a set of outcomes O(G) depending on a
graph G = (V, E). Each X ∈ O(G) consists of a suitable subgraph of G. There is one agent per edge and
the valuation of agent e is

−te if e ∈ X ,
ve (X) :=
0
otherwise.
Observe that, in mechanism design graph problems, we deal with a special case of one-parameter
agents in which
function

A

we (X) = 1

if edge

e

is used by

is W-MON-VER if and only if

A

X,

and

we (X) = 0

otherwise.

Hence, a social choice

is monotone according to the following denition:

Denition 39 (monotone algorithm) A social choice function

A is monotone (for one-parameter
agents) if, for all agents e, and for all re , r−e and re0 < re , it holds that we (A(re , r−e )) ≤ we (A(re0 , r−e )).
We make use of the following result:

Theorem 40 ([17, 1]) For any A monotone (for one-parameter agents), there exists P such that M

=

(A, P ) is a truthful mechanism (without verication).

We thus obtain the following general result which states that our results for one-parameter agents can
be used to derive mechanisms which do not make use of verication:

Theorem 41 Let A be any W-MON-VER social choice function for a mechanism design graph problem.
Then there exists payment functions P such that (A, P ) is a truthful mechanism without verication.
Proof.

Since

we (X) ∈ {0, 1},

Fact 19 implies that

A

is W-MON-VER if and only if

A

is monotone

2

according to Def. 39. Theorem 40 thus implies the existence of the payments.

Corollary 42 Let A1 , . . . , Ak be k algorithms for a mechanism design graph problem, each of them being

bitonic w.r.t µ(·). Then, there exists payment functions P such that (A, P ) is a truthful mechanism
without verication. The same result holds for the `MIN' operator if each Ai is bitonic w.r.t. −µ(·).
Hence, for mechanisms design graph problems with a minimization function µ(·) which is neutral and
monotone non-decreasing in each ri , there exists an exact truthful mechanism without verication.
We next apply this result to the following

non-utilitarian

problem:

Minimum Radius Spanning Tree [21].

The set of feasible outcomes O(G) consists of all trees over
G = (V, E). The goal is to nd a rooted tree of minimum height with respect to the edge
weights te , e ∈ E . That is, a tree Tu rooted at some u ∈ V such that the longest path from any v to the
root u is as small as possible (the length of a path is the sum of all edge weights te of edges e in that
path). As observed by the authors of [21], this problem is not utilitarian and some algorithms which solve
a given graph

this problem exactly cannot lead to truthful mechanisms. The authors the provide a polynomial-time
mechanism by sticking to a particular way of computing the optimal solutions which breaks ties in a
xed manner: let

SP Tu

be the algorithm computing a shortest-path tree of

G

rooted at

the minimum-radius spanning tree can be obtained by selecting the best, over all
returned by

SP Tu .

u ∈ V,

u ∈ V;

then

of the solution

In other words, the following algorithm solves this problem (see [21] for the details):

M INheight (SP Tu1 , . . . , SP Tu|V | ),
1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, and height(·) is the height of the corresponding tree. One can show that
SP Tu is bitonic with respect to height(·): as long as SP Tu uses edge e, increasing its
weight re cannot decrease the height of the solution; as soon as SP Tu drops this edge, then re does not
aect the height of that solution. Thus, the function `−g(x)' in Denition 20 thus looks like a stairway
which becomes constant when edge e is dropped (see also [21] for the details). Corollary 42 thus gives an
where

ui ∈ V ,

for

each algorithm

alternative proof of the following:

Theorem 43 ([21]) The minimum radius spanning tree problem admits an exact truthful mechanism
(without verication). The underlying algorithm runs in polynomial-time.
17

Besides the application to the minimum-radius spanning tree problem, Corollary 42 provides a powerful tool for proving that certain problems admit exact truthful mechanisms without verication.

Remark 44 The work [21] also provides polynomial-time computable payments based on the payment
functions in [1]. This step is non-trivial and, in general, it would be interesting to obtain a general result
in this direction. That is, if it is possible to (eciently) compute the payments for `MAX' or `MIN'.
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A Comparable Type Sets for Multidimensional Agents
In this section we show that extending our results for multidimensional agents does not seem to be
immediate. We only discuss the case of bi-dimensional agents. The type

v = (v1 , v2 )

of a bi-dimensional

comparable agent has two components each of which is a one-dimensional comparable valuation and a

comparable bi-dimensional type sets is simply the cross
Di = Di1 × Di2 the type set
of agent i. The valuation v for a given solution X is a function of v1 and v2 (e.g., v(X) = v1 (X)+v2 (X)).
solution

X

also consists of two components. A

product of two comparable (unidimensional) type sets and we will denote by

We assume that the mechanism is able to verify each of the two coordinates independently. This implies
that if an agent is caught lying over one of the two components (for example, the agent declared
rst component of its type instead of

b1 (X) > v1 (X))

v1

and the solution computed by the mechanisms

X

b1

as

is such that

then the agent receives no payment.

Denition 45 (2D verication graph) Fix agent i and

b−i . The 2D verication graph V(b−i ) of
agent i with respect to social choice function A and reported types b−i of the other agents has a node for
each element of Di .
The edges of V(b−i ) are of two dierent kinds. Let a = (a1 , a2 ), b = (b1 , b2 ) ∈ Di be two types.

Natural edges. If b1 ≤ a1 and b2 ≤ a2 , the graph V(b−i ) contains the edge (a, b).
Unnatural edges. The graph V(b−i ) contains the edge (a, b) if (i) b1 ≤ a1 , a2 ≤ b2 and a2 (Ab
b2 (Ab−i (b)), or (ii) a1 ≤ b1 , b2 ≤ a2 and a1 (Ab−i (b)) = b1 (Ab−i (b)).

−i

(b)) =

The edge (a, b), if it exists in V(b−i ), has weight a(Ab−i (a)) − a(Ab−i (b)).
a ∈ Di , V(b−i ) contains the edges (a, b) for all b ∈ Di for which agent i
b without being caught by the verication. This can happen because of
one of the following reasons: each component of a is no smaller than the corresponding component of
b (in which case we have a natural edge); one component of a, say the rst one, is no smaller than the
corresponding component of b, the second component of a is no greater than the second component of b
but the two valuations agree on the solution computed for reported types (b−i , b).
Specically, for each type

(with type

a)

can report type

As before, it is necessary, in order to obtain a truthful mechanism with verication, that the social
choice function is W-MON-VER. In the one-dimensional case we have shown that the

stability

of the

social choice function is sucient. The following denition generalizes stability for bi-dimensional types.

Denition 46 (2D-stable) A social function

A is 2D-stable if, for all i, for all b−i , and for all unnatural edges (a, b), it holds that a1 (Ab−i (b)) = b1 (Ab−i (b)) and a2 (Ab−i (b)) = b2 (Ab−i (b)) implies
Ab−i (a) = Ab−i (b).
An easy generalization of Th. 8 shows that the social choice function that returns the lexicographically

minimum solution that achieves the maximum of a monotone non-decreasing function

µ

is 2D-stable.

Unfortunately, we next give an example of a 2D-stable social choice function that is not implementable
with verication.

Theorem 47 There exists a 2D-stable social choice function A that is not implementable with verication.

Proof.

and

b−i

a = (a1 , a2 ), b = (b1 , b2 ) and c = (b1 , c2 ) with a1 < b1 and b2 < c2 < a2 .
X = Ab−i (a), Y = Ab−i (b) and Z = Ab−i (c). Also assume that

Consider types
and set

b2 (Z)

= c2 (Z),

Fix

i

(19)

a1 (Y ) = b1 (Y ),
c2 (X) = a2 (X),

(20)

a1 (X) <

(22)

X

b1 (X),

6= Y.
21

(21)

(23)

V(b−i ) contains the three (unnatural) edges (a, b), (b, c) and (c, a). From
A is 2D-stable we obtain that Y = Z . Thus the weight of the edge (b, c)
is 0. Now we compute the weight of the cycle a → b → c → a in the case in which the bi-dimensional
valuation is the sum of the one-dimensional valuations. From Eq.s 20-23 and by observing that c2 ≤ a2 ,

Equations 19-21 imply that

Eq. 19 and from the fact that

we have:

a2 (X) + a1 (X) − a2 (Y ) − a1 (Y ) + c2 (Y ) + b1 (Y ) − c2 (X) − b1 (X) = a1 (X) − b1 (X) + c2 (Y ) − a2 (Y ) < 0,
which implies that

A

is not implementable with verication.

2

Denition 48 (strongly 2D-stable) A social function A is strongly 2D-stable if, for all i, for all b−i ,

and for all unnatural edges (a, b), it holds that a1 (Ab−i (b)) = b1 (Ab−i (b)) or a2 (Ab−i (b)) = b2 (Ab−i (b))
implies Ab−i (a) = Ab−i (b).
It turns out that the above condition is a sucient one as stated by the following theorem (which
proof will be given in the full version of the paper).

Theorem 49 Every strongly 2D-stable social choice function A, dealing with bi-dimensional valuations,
is implementable with verication.
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